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Research

Developing students’ reading skills is a and 2) “Comprehension is an active process
critical goal that begins in the primary that requires an intentional and thoughtful
grades. Yet with each successive grade, interaction between the reader and the text.”
students must acquire increasing skills at

Making Connectionsreading and understanding a variety of
texts. The Poet and the Professor: Poems for Studies show that making connections—
Building Reading Skills provides valuable drawing upon prior knowledge, emotions,
instructional tools and engaging materials opinions, understandings, and experiences—
and activities for increasing student skills in helps students better understand what they
reading, writing, listening, and speaking. As are reading (Harvey and Goudvis 2000).
you use the poems, lessons, and activities Keene and Zimmermann (1997) concluded
in this book, you will know that you are not that students comprehend better when
only providing instruction based on solid they make different kinds of connections:
educational research, but also giving students text-to-self, text-to-text, and text-to-world.
opportunities to learn and practice specific

Text-to-self connections are those thatacademic standards.
are individual and personal. For example,

The Poet and the Professor: Poems for in Lesson 7 of this book, prior to reading a
Building Reading Skills has been designed poem about a student who feels empowered
to provide high-interest instructional texts when he plays video games, the Making
and lessons based on best practices in Connections section suggests having students
reading education. The concept of the book think about something that they are especially
was developed by Dr. Timothy Rasinski, good at and how it makes them feel when
Professor of Literacy Education at Kent State they do it.
University and author of numerous articles,

Text-to-text connections are those thatbooks, and publications on reading education.
identify similarities between one thingThe poems in this book were written by Brod
that has been read (whether a wholeBagert, whose catchy and humorous books of
book or a single word) and a new text. Inpoetry have entertained and inspired scores
other words, students use the familiar to helpof young people to embrace poetry.
them understand the unfamiliar.

In its Report of the National Reading Panel:
Text-to-world connections are thoseTeaching Children to Read (2006), the
that are more global than personal.National Reading Panel noted predominant
These include information or impressionsthemes in the research on the development
students have acquired from such thingsof reading comprehension skills. The core
as reading stories and watching moviesof The Poet and the Professor: Poems for
(narrative), studying science or socialBuilding Reading Skills revolves around
studies (expository), seeing ads on TV or inthe NRP’s findings, specifically, 1) “Reading
magazines (persuasive), and participatingcomprehension is a complex cognitive
in discussions. One goal of this book is toprocess that cannot be understood without a
challenge students to draw upon their priorclear description of the role that vocabulary
knowledge and experiences to prepare themdevelopment and vocabulary instruction play
to better understand what they will read.in the understanding of what has been read,”
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Research (cont.)

•  guiding students to make connectionsVocabulary Word Study
between known and unknown words

The National Reading Panel (2006)
•  using strategies that increase students’recognizes the importance of vocabulary

ability to learn new words on their ownknowledge in the development of reading
skills. After examining over 20,000 research For example, one strategy for learning new
citations, the panel concluded that studies words is clarifying, as seen in Lesson 7. After
suggest that “vocabulary instruction does finding targeted vocabulary words in the
lead to gains in comprehension,” and that poem, the Vocabulary Word Study section
“vocabulary should be taught both directly suggests that students clarify the meanings
and indirectly.” The panel specifically by answering questions such as, “Is a cheetah
mentions that “repetition and multiple a type of cat or a type of cracker? Which
exposures to vocabulary items are important” means the same as capture—release or catch?
and that “learning in rich contexts enhances Would you want to conquer an enemy or a
the acquisition of vocabulary.” friend?”

Word knowledge and reading comprehension
go hand in hand. In fact, “vocabulary
knowledge is one of the best predictors of
reading achievement” (Richek 2005). Further,
“vocabulary knowledge promotes reading
fluency, boosts reading comprehension,
improves academic achievement, and
enhances thinking and communication”
(Bromley 2004). Vocabulary also assists in
reading comprehension. Noted reading
scholar and researcher Michael Pressley
(2001) states that vocabulary instruction has
direct effects on reading comprehension.
Students who understand the words they read
are more likely to comprehend what they
have read.

The Poet and the Professor: Poems for
Building Reading Skills reflects the practices
found to be effective by many researchers.
These include:

•  teaching vocabulary in a word-rich context

•  teaching selected words intentionally while
encouraging unintentional acquisition as
well

•  providing multiple types of information
about words
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Differentiation

Classrooms have evolved into diverse pools Differentiating for
of learners with gifted children, English

Above-Grade-Level Studentslanguage learners, high achievers,
These students usually learn concepts verylearning-disabled children, underachievers,
quickly. The activities and end products canand average achievers. Teachers are expected
be adapted to be appropriate for individualto meet their diverse needs in one classroom.
students. Suggested ideas include:Differentiation encompasses what is taught,

how it is taught, and the products children •  Assign students the activities that
create to show what they have learned. These represent more complex concepts.
categories are often referred to as content, •  Assign more complex oral and written
process, and product: responses.
•  Differentiating by content means putting •  Have students design their own learning

more depth into the curriculum by strategies and share them with the class.
organizing the curriculum concepts and
structure of knowledge. Differentiating for English

•  Differentiating by process requires the Language Learners
use of varied instructional techniques and English language learners make up an
materials to enhance learning. ever-increasing percentage of our school-age

•  Differentiating by product means that population. Like all students, English
children are asked to show their learning language learners need teachers who have
in ways that will enhance their cognitive a strong knowledge base and commitment
development and personal expression. to developing students’ language. It is

crucial that teachers work carefully toTeachers can keep these categories in mind as
develop English language learners’ academicthey plan instruction that will best meet the
vocabularies. Teachers should keep in mindneeds of their students.
the following important practices:

Differentiating for •  Create a comfortable atmosphere that

Below-Grade-Level Students encourages students to use language.

•  Respect and draw on students’ backgroundsBelow-grade-level students will probably
and experiences and build connectionsneed concepts to be made more concrete for
between the known and the new.them. They may also need extra guidance

in developing oral and written language. By •  Model and scaffold language use.
receiving extra support and understanding, •  Make use of realia, concrete materials,
these students will feel more secure and have visuals, pantomime, and other
greater success. Suggested ideas include: nonlinguistic representations of concepts
•  Allow partner work for instructional to make input comprehensible. Write new

activities. words on the board as they are shared or
provide each student with a set of cards•  Allocate extra practice time.
that contain the words.

•  Allow for kinesthetic (hands-on) activities
•  Provide wait time to allow students time towhere appropriate.

put their thoughts into words.
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